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SOME PROBLEMS OF ESTIMATION THE RELIABILITY 
OF SAFETY IN MAN-MACHINE-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS

Summary. Assurranoe of the high reliability of safety is very 
important problem in construction and utilization of the contempo
rary technical systems. Problems of safety are particularly impor
tant in these cases, when the failures of system generate danger 
for human life, environment, cooperating systems and for the system 
itself as well.

In this paper has been assumed the proposition, that for estima
tion the reliability of safety of such a system, it is necessary, 
besides considering reliability of technical devices, to take into 
account influence of the raan-operator of system and influence of 
environment, to its functioning.

The proposed coefficients of estimation the system reliability 
of safety may be source of information, how to assure the possibly 
high safety of man-machines-environment systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The permanent extension of tasks performed by the man-machine-environ- 
ment systems, and higher and higher level of their complexity, in tho 
technical structure and in the operational as well, require to define 
coefficients of estimation their reliability of safety.

Basing on the fundamental concepts connected with system safety, it is 
possible to identify the functional and reliability structure of such a 
system. Usually the safety or efficiency of realization the system's tasks 
was considered in aspect of it's technical part. In the contemporary sys
tems it is necessary to notice the influence of raan-operator of the system 
for each stage of the realization tasks process,

Han-operator is engaged to fulfil the control and inspection tasks as 
well. His activity must be considered in two real aspects. On the one hand 
man-operator is able to interfere with difficult situations, when the
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occurrence of an event oausing a dangerous situation Is possible - In these 
cases his aotivity may be the source of functional or time safety or effi
ciency surplus. On the other hand an error commited by the man-operator 
or his failure may be the reason of occurrenoe unreliability of safety 
or unreliability of efficiency.

In some cases it is necessary to take into acoount Influence of the 
environment to the system's functioning, for example in transportation 
or mining systems.

Therefore for qualitative, and than quantitative analysis of man-machi
ne- environment systems reliability of safety, it is necessary to the com
plex methods, which allow to estimate reliability of safety of all elemen
tary oomponents of the system. It is indispensable to determine suoh a 
technical-operational-environmental structure of the exploltationed sys
tems, which allows to identify the systems reliability of safety states, 
with inoluding the role and influence of man-operator and environment on 
this safety.

2. DEFINITIONS OF BASIC CONCEPTS CONNECTED WITH SYSTEM SAFETY

The concept - reliability of system safety, or in short - the system 
safety, in the desoriptive aenae means that the system is resistant to 
its failure or errors generating danger for the system itself, for coope
rating systems, for environment and for human life aa well.

The second concept, which together with the safety term makes part of 
the system reliability oonoept is the reliability of system functioning 
(system effioiency). In the desoriptive sense it is the system reeistanoe 
to the failures or errors of its operation, oausing only breaka in the 
functioning of the eyetern or its incomplete functioning.

The opposite terms of the safety and the efficiency are the unrelia
bility of safety and unreliability of effioienoy, respectively. These 
unreliabilities are defined in '-the desoriptive sense aa the susceptibili
ties of the system for the kinds of failures or errors stated in the de
finitions of safety and effioienoy.

In all these definitions above, failures or errors of system are under
stood as the failures of objeot (of the technical part of the system), 
failuree or error« in the system's controlling (oauaed by man-operator) 
and "failures" - influences of the environment.

The measure of the system safety unreliability is the probability Qg 
of ooourrence of an event oausing a dangerous situation. The measure of 
the system efficiency unreliability is the probability Qg of ooourrence 
of an event causing noneffioient work of the system.
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Assuming that events of failures causing unreliabilities of safety and 
unreliabilities of efficiency, respectively, exolude each other, the total 
unreliability of system appointed by the probability Q of its failure, 
may be determine by the sum of probabilities and Qg .

Aocording to the kind of reasons oausing occurrence of the state of 
the system safety unreliability we can consider:
- technical unreliability of safety, caused by the operational failure or 
fault of the technical elements of system, with probability of ocourren- 
ce QBt(t)»

- operational unreliability of safety caused by the control error of the 
system's operator, with probability of occurrence Qg0( 0 |

- biological unreliability of safety oaused by the operator's "failure" 
(faintness, illness, sleep), with probability of occurrence QjjfciOl

- environmental unreliability of safety oaused by the catastrophism action 
(influence) of the system's environment, with probability of occurrence
^ B e ^ *
It seams to be reasonable considering the states of unreliability of 

safety oaused by the simultaneous ooourrence failures or errors of the 
teohnioal elements and system's operators and the influence of system's 
environment.

Probabilities or oourrence such events and states are denoted respec
tively by:
Q (t) - for the state of teohnioal-operational unreliability of systemBto

safety!
Q (t) - for the state of teohnioal-biological unreliability of system Btb

safety!
□„ . (t) - for the state of operational-biologioal unreliability of system Bob

safety!
Q (t) - for the state of technloal-environmental unreliability of system Bt®

safety!
Q (t) - for the state of biologioal-environmental unreliability of ays-BD8

tea safety!
Q (t) - for the state of operational-environmental unreliability of ays- Bot

tern safety!
Qni t) - for the state of teohnioal-ope rational-bio logical unreliabilityB tob

of system safety;
Q (t) - for the state of tachnioal-operational-environmental unreliabi- BtOO

lity of system safety;
0. . (t) - for the state of operational-biological-environmental unrelia-

B o d ®
bility of system safety;
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Q „ ,. (t) - for the state of technical-biological-environmental unrella-Btbe
bllity of system safety;

Qn , . (t) - for the state of technical-operational-biological-environmen-btobe
tal unreliability of system safety.

3. IDENTIFICATION MODEL OF MAN-MACHINE-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM

Let us assume, that any considered man-machine-environment system is 
the system of activity, in which the object of activity is realization of
the specified tasks, subject of activity are the system operators, and
mediums of activity are the technical devices. System works in a determi
ned environment.

Analysing course of the task realization in the each stages of the sys
tem exploitation process, it is possible to preoise the probabilities
staying of the system in the each reliability states, from the point of 
view of task realization safety.

Operational algorithm allowing to secure such an object consists ofs
- identification of the considered system as the raan-machine-environraent 

activity system;
- qualification of the technical-operational-environmental functional 

structure of the system;
- explicitness of the system reliability structure;
- identification of the system reliability states;
- construction of the stochastic model of the system exploitation processi
- construction of the probabilistic safety reliability model of the syste« 

task realization;
- explicitness of the probabilities occurrence of the system task reali

zation safety, reliability states.
In general case 3et of the system task realization safety reliability 

states may be determine by the probabilities:

Hr int^*^ ” probability of occurrence the state of intentional, safe rea
lization of the task;

3 i(t) - probability of occurrence the quasi-safe state realization of 
the task (when occur the temporary states of unreliability of 
safety)T
where index "i" t,o,b,e, to, tb,ob, to-,be,oe, tob, toe,obo, tbe,

tobe, precises the states mentioned above;
R^(t) - probability of occurrence the state of task realization
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Rr {t) = Rr int(t) + £  I!r Bi(t) 
i = 1

n - amount of states;
Qg( t) - probability of occxxrrenco the state of unreliability of effi

ciency;
Qb j (t) - probability of occurrence the state of j-th unreliability of

safety, whore index "j" is defined in the same way as index "i";
Q (t) - probability of occurrence the state of unreliability of safetyb '

Q* ( t )  = £ ,  v °  (£)
j= i

m - amount of states;
R̂ :c(t) - probability of occurrence the state of efficiency surplus;
R^n^(t) ~ probability of occurrence the state of k-th safety surplus, 

where index "k"—*-t ,o, to - precises respectively technical, 
operational or technical-operational safety surplus;

R^(t) - probability of occurrence the state of safety surplus

s

y *1 =E%k(t) o)
k=t

s - amount of states.
The probabilities defined above satisfy an equation:

Hr ( t )  + Qs ( t )  + Qj,(t) + R,.s ( t )  + Ejra( t )  = 1  V*)

These probabilities, which numerical values may be statistically calcu
lated basing on the exploitation investigations of the- system, make the 
ground to define the coefficients of estimation the safety reliability of 
realisation the task.
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4. COEFFICIENTS OF ESTIMATION THE RELIABILITY OF SAFETY OF 
REALIZATION THE TASKS

From the point of view of the possibility of estimation the reliabili
ty of safety in accomplishing the tasks by the man-machine-environment 
system of activity, as the simplest coefficients may be accepted the va
lues of the probabiliti8 R^ 811(1 wlll-cl1 hav® respectl-
vely meaning:

Rr int^*^ “ Probability of intentional, safe realization of the task; 
Qg(t) - probability of occurrence impendancy over safety;
Rjjgit) - probability of occurrence the system safety surplus.

Besides of them it sensible to define the sets of coefficients, which 
determine the groups of characteristics of the system reliability of sa
fety:

i) proportional coefficient of the safe realization the task:

precising, which is the percentage of the safe accomplished tasks by the 
exploitationed system;

ii) proportional coefficient of the quasi-sefe realization the task:

(where index "i" is defined as mentioned above),
precising respectively the percentage causal influence of the parti
cular elements of the considered system on the occurrence the quasi
safe states realization the tasks;

iii) proportional oausal coefficient of the unreliability of safety:

(where index "J" is defined as mentioned above),
precising quantitatively reasons of the occurrence unreliability of 
system safety;

(5)

(6 )

t. . S b /*)
= o r t e r  10°*13 (?)
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iv) coefficient of the efficacy of safety surplus:

(8)

which may be interpreted as the factor of the system safety, accor
ding to the "fail-safe" method, used during designing Of some classes 
of systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of system safety ought to be treated very complex. In most 
cases it is necessary to take into account the technical structure of the 
system, the way of it's controlling and influence of the environment as 
well. It is particularly important in these cases, when in the point of 
view of the system reliability there is difference of two fundamental kinds 
of failures or errors. Occurrence one of them causing a dangerous situa
tion leads to unreliability of safety, the othar one causes only unreliabi
lity of offioienoy.

In general it is rather simple to estimate the unreliability of safety 
of technical part of system. For its determination we need only collection 
of information about work of devices in exploitation. Much more complica
ted are problems of estimation the raan-operator's reliability and influ
ence of environment. To obtain the credible data in these domain, special 
systems of collecting information must be desoribe. These problems requ
ire further investigations.

The further investigations requires too the problem of stochastic rela
tions between technical, operational and environmental parts of systems 
of activity. In practice failures in technical devices, faults and failu
res in the oontrol of system and influence of the environment are not 
absolutely independent.

In this paper only some selected problems, which are actually investi
gated have been presented.
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PROBLEMY OCENY NIEZAWODNOŚCI BEZPIECZEŃSTWA 
SYSTEMU CZŁOWIEK - MASZYNA - ŚRODOWISKO

S t r e s z c z e n i e
Zapewnienie wysokiej niezawodności bezpieczeństwa jest bardzo ważnym 

zagadnieniem w prooesie konstruowania i zastosowania współczesnych sys
temów technicznych. Zagadnienie bezpieczeństwa Jest szczególnie ważne gdy 
niezdatność systemu stwarza zagrożenie dla życia ludzkiego, środowiska, 
systemów współpracujących oraz samego finalizowanego systemu. W tym arty
kule założono, że dla oceny niezawodności bezpieczeństwa takiego systemu 
niezbędne jest rozpatrywanie, oprócz niezawodności technicznych elementów, 
także system człowiek - operator oraz wpływu środowiska na ten system. 
Proponowany współczynnik estymacyjny niezawodności bezpieczeństwa systemu 
może być źródłem informacji jak zabezpieczyć wysokie bezpieczeństwo syste
mu człowiek — maszyna - środowisko.

IIPOEJIEMH OIIEHKH HAJtESHOCTH BE30IIACH0GTH 

CHCTEMH HEJIOBEK -  MADHHA -  CPEfiA

P e 3 n  a  e

' OOecneąeBHe bkcokoS HanS*HociH OeaonacHOcm KBjweTCH BajcHetaefl npoGaeMoft 
b npouecce KOHCipyHpoBaHHfl h npaueHeHBa coBpeueHBHZ TezHHaecKHi CHCieu.

Upofiaeka óeaonacH octu  ocofieHHo Ba*Ha T o raa , k o rn a  HeriparoAHOCTb CHCTeim 
cosaaiśT y rp o sy  ąeaoBeąecKoft m hsbh, cpeae  cBH3aHHHM c He8 CHCieiiaM, a  *ait*e 
a caiio8 aHajiaaapyewoS CHOiewe. B AanaoS c ia ib e  npeAnoJiaraeTCH, a to  ajw  oReH- 
KH H£US*HOCTH ÓeBOnaCHOCTH TaKOft CHOT6MH HeoOzOAHHO p a co u a ip aB a ib , Kpoue 
aaAśiHOCTH tezHHMecicHZ azeueE ioB , chctcm h ąeaoBeic -  o n e p a io p , a  l a n i e  B jaa- 
HHe cpeAH Ha ozy CHCzeuju IIpeAJiaraeiiHfl KOBiMumHeHł oijeHKH Has8*HociH 6e30- 
nacHooiH CHCieiiu i io ie i  Ghtb hutonhhkom HH$opuanHH o tom , ksjc oGecneiHTb bu- 
coicyB GesonacHOOTb chct6m h ąeaoBeK -  n a in n a  -  c p e n a .


